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INTRODUCTION

I would like to extend a warm welcome to you and congratulate you on
taking your first step towards the best days of your life.

It is going to be an exciting journey, and I hope you are as excited as I am
right now.

Many have asked me whether it is safe to use Enochian Magick in the pursuit
of their dreams.

The simple answer is no.

But it is also NOT DANGEROUS to use Enochian Magick to do so.

Enochian Magick is extremely powerful in its raw form. But based on my
experiences and studies, I have distilled it down to an essential system that
can be used by anyone - whether or not you are a magick practitioner.

The ENOCHIAN MANIFESTATION system has been tested countless  times
and is fully safe to use, and produces amazing results when used correctly
and consistently.

It is a distilled system that removes most of the complexities of Enochian
Magick while retaining enough of the elements to deliver powerful results.

Thousands of people have used it to manifest their dreams (and they are still
safe), so I invite you to turn the page and begin your journey now.

Let’s get started!
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WHAT IS ENOCHIAN MANIFESTATION?

All magick is powerful. More powerful than most people can imagine or
think. It has the power to manifest transformational changes in the lives of
people. Most users or practitioners of magick use it for the betterment of their
lives. But sadly, there are also people that exploit the power of magic to bring
harm onto other people.

The dualistic nature of the power of magick makes it a powerful tool. One
that can be used for good or bad, depending on the person wielding this
power.  If you are reading this, then I hope and suppose that you are seeking
this power to empower your life - possibly through the increase of wealth in
your life.

Enochian Magick is a very complex system that was founded centuries ago by
Dr. John Dee. However, it remains largely relevant in today’s world, although
not many people are familiar with the practice of it - simply because it is very
sophisticated and difficult to grasp.

And the truth is, most people do not own and will find it difficult to obtain the
tools and props that are required for the traditional ceremonial magick rituals.
That is often a huge obstacle that keeps many people from getting started in
their exploration of the occult.

But it doesn’t have to be this way. The exciting world of magick can and
should be explored by more people, especially that of Enochian Magick.

That is where Enochian Manifestation comes in.

By distilling the knowledge that has been accumulated over the centuries
(especially in recent decades), it has become possible to perform some of the
most powerful rituals known to mankind without all the hassles of gathering
all the tools required in traditional ceremonial magick.
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In this book, as well as the books in the advanced levels of Enochian
Manifestation, you will find an elegant and modern system that has been
evolved and freed from the restrictions of the past.

The rituals contained here in this first volume of the system will lay the
foundations for you as a beginner in using Enochian Magick.

But you will definitely be equipped to attract more money, wealth and
abundance into your life.

We first learn the Lesser Banishing Ritual of Pentagon, a ritual that every
occult practitioner must memorize by heart.

NOTE: This ritual serves as the opening and closing of many other rituals,
and forms the protection against undesired forces, spirits and beings when
you are performing these rituals.

From there, we move on to the four Elemental Rituals - Earth, Fire, Air,
Water.

You must perform these rituals regularly at first - best if you do so daily for at
least 2 to 4 weeks, until you are familiar with them. This is similar to going to
the gym. You must strengthen your spiritual “muscle” before you can perform
the heavier rituals.

In our case, this “heavier” ritual is probably the main reason you stumbled
upon this magical path in the first place.

Yes.

I am talking about the ritual that will help you to manifest more wealth (and
abundance) into your life.
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The Enochian Manifestation: Wealth Attraction Ritual

This is a rather complex ritual as it requires you to perform the 5 foundational
rituals as an opening. It is time consuming, no doubt, but the best part about
this ritual is that you only need to perform it once every fortnightly.

Now, let’s talk about the requirements.

Although I promised you that you wouldn’t need to buy tonnes of props and
equipment, there are still some parts of the magick that cannot be removed
or replaced.

First, you are going to need tablets. Later on in the book, I will be introducing
you to the tablets of Enochian Magick.

To save you some time, I am going to only mention them in a concise manner,
and show you only those that you need for the rituals.

You don’t have to know everything about the magick to make it work for
you. You just need to know the necessary information for the things you
want to achieve and make use of.

You can print these tablets out using the PDF included in your purchase to
start with, but it is always advisable to make your own tablets using
cardboards or art paper.

You are also going to need a compass to find the directions to place the
tablets that you have printed out or created.

Next, you are going to need to set your intention.

I want you to set or choose a goal (with regards to your wealth) that is just
somewhat out of your reach.
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Don’t start with something huge or astronomical - it takes a lot of practice to
get to the level where you can manifest that properly.

So just start with something that is just outside of your current capabilities.

Put a number or figure to it. Take some time to think about how much or what
you want to manifest, and WHY.

It is important to know why you want to have this manifested in your life.

Then put a date to it.

Be reasonable, of course, money doesn’t always drop from the sky.

And throughout the course of you learning and performing the rituals in this
book, I want you to stick to having only this intention.

It will help boost your clarity, and make it easier to produce tangible results in
your attempts to use Enochian Manifestation to manifest your desires.

You can move on to greater goals and intentions after you are familiar with
the rituals and have gotten a sense of how to produce some results using the
system.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF HOW ENOCHIAN MAGIC CAME ABOUT

Enochian Magick was founded by Dr. John Dee and his clairvoyant partner
Edward Kelley in the 1580s.

One of the brightest minds in Elizabethan Age, Dr John Dee was a revered
geographer, navigator, mathematician, astrologer, and believer of the occult.

In fact, he was respected and favored by the Queen because of his expertise
and the services he rendered to her.

He advised her in many capacities and was her instructor in astronomy and
astrology. The Queen had often referred to him as her “Ubiquitous Eyes” and
“Noble Intelligencer”, and they had a very close relationship.

With the help of Edward Kelley as his crystal gazer, Dr Dee established
contact and communicated with angelic beings over a period of four years.
The result of their work was the Language of the Angels, also known now as
the Enochian language.

Their journals became the basis of Enochian Magick, and from their
communications with the Angels, a series and system of intricate and
sophisticated tables was created.

You will learn more about these tables in the chapters that follow.
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ESSENTIAL ENOCHIAN MAGICK KNOWLEDGE:

There are many texts published about Enochian Magick, mostly by occultists
that studied the work of Dr John Dee. However, a portion of his manuscripts
are known to be lost, and it is to the regret of many that wish to further
explore his work.

The Liber Logaeth (Book of the Speech of God) was written up by Edward
Kelley, and comprises 73 folios (or chapters).

It contains 96 vastly complex magical grids of letters. 94 of them are 49x49
grids of letters, 1 which is a table of 49 rows of text, and the last being a
table of 40 rows of text and 9 rows of 9 letters.

The Five Books of Mystery contains accounts of the workings or “actions”
undertaken by Dr John Dee and Edward Kelly.

In it, you can find descriptions of the how a temple should be furnished, The
Seal of God (Sigillum Dei Aemeth), the Tables of Light, the Great Circle and
correspondingly the Collected Table of 49 Good Angels, the Mystic
Heptarchy and the Tables of Creation, and The Angelic Alphabet (as
recorded by Dee).

Besides these two central manuscripts, there are a few others that are
important too.

But for the purpose of our practice of Enochian Manifestation, it is not
required for you to learn about all these.

In Dee’s work with Kelley, he derived not just the Angelic Alphabet, but also
several tables such as The Great Table of the Earth - which contain the four
Elemental Watchtowers (or tablets).
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You do not need to learn these in detail, as I have provided for you the tablets
in a printable PDF for you to use during the rituals.

The key information for the rituals have been extracted and distilled for your
convenience, and we will only be showing and teaching you what is
necessary for your execution and performing of the rituals within the system.

It is important that you follow the rituals as described in this book, as it has
taken a lot of experimentation and tweaking so that you can manifest your
intentions or desires without needing in depth knowledge of the Enochian
Magick system.
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THE LESSER BANISHING RITUAL OF THE PENTAGRAM

This ritual is not strictly Enochian, but its variations are widely used by occult
practitioners across the world. It is meant to be a stepping stone - and is also
the most powerful means of protection when carrying out rituals. It serves as
a general means of opening and closing most rituals, and should be practiced
diligently until you are familiar with it - before you begin on the other rituals.

1. Stand in the center of your room, facing the East. It is important that
you are in a place where you will not be disturbed during this ritual.

Imagine that you are a majestically towering figure, and the Earth is
just a tiny round sphere below you.

It is as though you are the center of the Universe, and this is how we
are going to start this ritual.

2. Close your eyes and say the following lines:

"May the white light encircle me."

"May the white light raise me and put me and may it acquaint me
with my spiritual guides."

"May the white light connect me to the Divine Light of God."

3. Now, visualize a ball of white light floating over your head. Using your
right index finger, reach the ball of light and bring it to your forehead.
Say the line:

"AH-TEH" (Unto Thee...)
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4. From your forehead, move your right hand to your chest and say the
line:

"MAL-KUTH" (...the Kingdom...)

5. Touch your right shoulder and say the line:

"VEE-GE-BUR-AH" (...and the Power...)

6. Touch your left shoulder and say the line:

"VEE-GE-DU-LAH" (...and the Glory...)

7. Put your hands together in a prayer position and say the line:

"LE-OL-LAM" (...forever) "AH-MEN."

8. In the same position, trace a pentagram in the space.

You must start with the lower left side of the pentagram then work
your way until you finish the pentagram.

9. Once done, visualize your right index finger impaling the center and say
the line:

"YOD-A-HAY"

"VAV-A-HAY"

10. Turn 45 degrees to the right such that you are facing South. Perform
the same pentagram and thrust the center using your right index finger
but this time, say the line:

"AH-DO-NAI"
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11. Turn another 45 degrees to the right such that you are facing West.

Trace the pentagram, thrust your right index finger at the center, and
say the line:

"E-HI-YAY"

12. Turn another 45 degrees to the right such that you are facing North.

Trace the pentagram, thrust your right index finger at the center, and
say the line:

"AH-GA-LA"

13. Turn another 45 degrees to the right such that you are facing East
once again.

Do not trace another pentagram but this time, just use your right index
finger to impale the center of the pentagram you have drawn.

Visualize the pentagrams that you just made and think of them as
protections around you.

14. Stretch both your arms wide and say the following:

"Before me, Raphael"

"Behind me, Gabriel"

"On my right, Michael"

"On my left, Uriel"
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You have just summoned the four archangels of God for protection.

15. Continue with the following lines while keeping your arms
outstretched:

"Before me flames the pentagram"

"Behind me shines the six-rayed star"

“I thank the archangels for providing me protection, and banishing
any demons or unkind spirits and beings attached to me or lurking
around me.”

16. Slowly retract your arms and rest them by your side. Continue to
take a few moments to feel as the negative energy and demons are
purged from you and your surroundings.

You have now completed the Lesser Banishing Ritual of Pentagon (LBRP).

It is recommended that you try out the steps in isolation to get familiar with
them before performing the ritual as a whole.

Do this consistently on a daily basis until you can feel the energy protection
being formed around you when you perform the ritual.

When you have achieved that, then you are ready to start performing the
Elemental Rituals.
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EARTH ELEMENT RITUAL

The Earth element symbolizes rootedness, grounding, and is often associated
with the root chakra. The root chakra is called Muladhara in Sanskrit.

This ritual is particularly useful when you feel restless and distracted, or
when you face situations where you need to feel grounded.

For the purpose of this ritual, you will need to replicate the Enochian Tablet
of Earth that was mentioned in the earlier chapter on tablets.

Ideally, you should make your own tablet because you are going to be using
the tablets very often, but if you have the lack of materials or time, you can
just print out the tablet from the PDF file of tablets HERE.

Place the Enochian Tablet of Earth in the North of the room or space that you
will be carrying out the ritual in, and let’s begin.

Inhale deeply for four counts and hold your breath for the same.

While doing so, feel the air as it starts to fill your whole body up to your
extremities. Feel it radiate back from those areas as you slowly exhale.

As you do this exercise, you may feel tingling sensations in your feet and
around the vicinity of the root chakra.

Repeat this breathing for a couple of times, until you feel a sense of
relaxation and grounding wash over you.

You may now stand up, if you are not already doing so.

Start visualizing yourself as it expands beyond the limits of your body.
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Think about the atoms in your body where they spread continuously until the
Earth becomes a tiny spot beneath your feet.

Your body continues to grow until it reaches the solar system, the galaxy,
eventually enveloping the universe, up to the point where you ascend to the
cube of space.

Spend a few moments visualizing and being aware of every space that is
around you until you purposefully return to the physical level of the mind.
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FIRE ELEMENT RITUAL

The Fire element symbolizes vitality, vigor, and animalistic nature. In these
modern times, we have mastered the art of repressing our emotions leaving
our intellect and our feelings estranged from each other.

This ritual will benefit the practitioner with increased positive energy,
confidence, and charisma.

For the purpose of this ritual, you will need to replicate the Enochian Tablet
of Fire that was mentioned in the earlier chapter on tablets.

Ideally, you should make your own tablet because you are going to be using
the tablets very often, but if you have the lack of materials or time, you can
just print out the tablet from the PDF file of tablets HERE.

Place the Enochian Tablet of Fire in the South of the room or space that you
will be carrying out the ritual in, and let’s begin.

Start inhaling deeply into your belly into what we call the "Breath of Fire."
And as you inhale, make sure that the air expands into your upper chest.

Do this until you feel the capacity of your entire torso beginning with the
abdomen up to the top of your ribcage.

Next, lie on your back and elevate your knees by bringing your heels to your
buttocks.

Put your hands to your abdomen and touch the navel using both index
fingers, your thumbs must be at least an inch apart.

Breathe in and breathe out for a full four seconds each.
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Then gradually pick up speed through breathing as if you are a steam engine
that rapidly accelerates. After 21 counts of rapid diaphragmatic breathing, go
back to four counts.

As you relax your breathing pace, visualize your body opening through your
pores and being nourished by the atmosphere. After a minute or so, do
another 21 counts of rapid breathing, then go back to a relaxed breathing
pace.

After three sets of rapid breathing, breathe normally and feel the tingling
sensation throughout your body.
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AIR ELEMENT RITUAL

The Air element symbolizes intellect, thoughts, the Psyche, memory,
communication, and quickness.

When performing this ritual, you may feel lightheaded and may space out
into a daydream or a phase of lucidness. You do not need to feel alarmed
about this as it is perfectly normal.

The benefits of performing this ritual are a more analytical mind, a sharper
memory than usual, and quickness in wit and thinking.

For the purpose of this ritual, you will need to replicate the Enochian Tablet
of Fire that was mentioned in the earlier chapter on tablets.

Ideally, you should make your own tablet because you are going to be using
the tablets very often, but if you have the lack of materials or time, you can
just print out the tablet from the PDF file of tablets HERE.

Start by doing the fourfold breath - inhaling for four counts and exhaling for
another four counts. The difference this time is you do not need to hold your
breath for four counts.

Simply inhale and exhale on every count of four.

Make the counts a little slower than those used in the Earth Element Ritual..

As you do this, you will feel synchronization between inhaling and exhaling.

In this part, breathing becomes a sensation that is one rather than a
back-and-forth movement of two extremes.

This particular feeling is called connected breathing.
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It is when inhaling and exhaling flows into one another while maintaining
your concentration to bring you into a trance state.

And as you continue doing this exercise, you may come to a point where
inhaling and exhaling are indistinguishable.

When you inhale, you will feel your body opening up to the atmosphere
around you and when you exhale, it will feel as though your entire body is
breathing out.
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WATER ELEMENT RITUAL

Water symbolizes emotion, love, flow, flexibility, freedom of expression,
among others. The element of water corresponds to the second Chakra
which is Svadhisthana in Sanskrit.

In working with the water element, you will discover a notable increase in
your creativity, and start to cultivate a healthy relationship with pleasure and
sensuality, and gradually gain a deeper understanding of your emotions.

For the purpose of this ritual, you will need to replicate the Enochian Tablet
of Fire that was mentioned in the earlier chapter on tablets.

Ideally, you should make your own tablet because you are going to be using
the tablets very often, but if you have the lack of materials or time, you can
just print out the tablet from the PDF file of tablets HERE.

The breathing technique for this element is seen and used quite commonly in
modern times.

Most of the modern literature on self-help and public speaking call this the
"4-7-8" breathing technique.

This is now commonly used to adapt to situations that put tremendous
pressure or stress on you, and used to combat anxiety and the inability to fall
asleep at night.

But don’t underestimate the power of this ritual. With the tablet placed
correctly, it is very powerful magick.

Start by inhaling through the nose on four counts, then hold your breath for
seven counts, then slowly exhale through the mouth for eight counts.
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If you are unable to hold your breath for seven counts, you can start by
holding your breath for as long as you can without feeling dizzy or faint.

As you breathe in, feel the air travel through your lungs as your lungs
expand. Try to ensure that your inhalation is done evenly and not as a sharp
intake of air.

Then hold your breath, and feel the lower part of your abdomen - the area
between the crotch and the navel - get filled up.

As you do this, you will gradually feel a sense of tranquility and balance
wash over you.
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ENOCHIAN MANIFESTATION: BANISHING DEBT

Don’t attempt this unless you are already familiar with the LBRP and the
elemental rituals, because they are required for practice found in this chapter.

Doing this without familiarity with the abovementioned rituals will be futile.
It is going to be like trying to build a house without the proper tools.

You might even end up attracting more demons to attach themselves to you
without the proper protection provided by the LBRP.

1. Light a candle in the room and start by performing the LBRP.

Remember, this is the way you should start the Enochian Manifestation
Ritual, because it serves as protection and a means of opening the
ritual.

2. With the elemental tablets placed in their respective positions in the
room or space, perform the four elemental rituals in sequence - Earth,
Fire, Air, Water.

When carrying out the breathing exercises in these rituals, I want you
to focus your attention on the intention that you have set out to
achieve.

Let your mind come to a stillness as it rests upon the intention. If your
mind wanders during the rituals, you can gently bring its attention back
by focusing on your breath.

3. Open your eyes, and let your sight rest on the center of the flame of the
candle you have lighted before.
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Direct your mind to focus your attention on the flame, using the center
of the flame as your focal point.

Then recite the following sentences:

“I thank the archangels Raphael, Gabriel, Michael and Uriel for being
present with me today.”

4. Then close your eyes, stretching your arms wide open upwards at
about 45 degrees to each side.

Recite:

“May the archangels bless me, and banish the debts that are
plaguing me so that I may be free from all of my debts.”

5. Imagine a ball of darkness slowly forming at your core. All of your
debts and the negative energy they hold are coming together to form
this ball of darkness.

Recite each of the lines 3 times:

“Archangel Raphael, please let all my debts be gone!”

“Archangel Gabriel, please let all my debts be gone!”

“Archangel Michael, please let all my debts be gone!”

“Archangel Uriel, please let all my debts be gone!”

6. Now feel the ball of darkness being pulled out from your body in two
streams of energy that is exiting from the tip of your fingers of your
outstretched arms.
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It may feel a little heavy, and the purging of the darkness might seem a
little slow to you.

But persist in this, and allow as much of the darkness to leave your
body as you can during this ritual.

Your debts will not be cleared overnight, but as you persist in doing
this ritual, you will gradually be able to banish them from your life.

7. When you are ready, or cannot hold your arms outstretched anymore,
you can slowly return them to your side.

Recite:

“My debts have been banished by the power of Archangels Raphael,
Gabriel, Michael and Uriel, and I am thankful for their protection and
help.”

8. Now close this ritual by performing LBRP again.

Remember to hold the feeling of gratitude in your heart as you are
closing the ritual.
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ENOCHIAN MANIFESTATION: WEALTH ATTRACTION RITUAL

Don’t attempt this unless you are already familiar with the LBRP and the
elemental rituals, because they are required for practice found in this chapter.

Doing this without familiarity with the abovementioned rituals will be futile.
It is going to be like trying to build a house without the proper tools.

9. Light a candle in the room and start by performing the LBRP.

Remember, this is the way you should start the Enochian Manifestation
Ritual, because it serves as protection and a means of opening the
ritual.

10. With the elemental tablets placed in their respective positions in
the room or space, perform the four elemental rituals in sequence -
Earth, Fire, Air, Water.

When carrying out the breathing exercises in these rituals, I want you
to focus your attention on the intention that you have set out to
achieve.

Let your mind come to a stillness as it rests upon the intention. If your
mind wanders during the rituals, you can gently bring its attention back
by focusing on your breath.

11. Open your eyes, and let your sight rest on the center of the flame of
the candle you have lighted before.

Direct your mind to focus your attention on the flame, using the center
of the flame as your focal point.

Then recite the following sentences:
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“I thank the archangels Raphael, Gabriel, Michael and Uriel for being
present with me today.”

“May the powers of the rituals I perform today be availed to the rest
of humanity.”

As you are saying this line, put one hand on your chest and move it
outwards in a gesture of offering, thinking or feeling that you are
presenting this world with the gift of the power raised by the magick.

12. Retract your arm, and recite the following while continuing to stare
or look at the center of the flame of the candle:

“I come before you today, and seek the help of the archangels to
bring my intention to life.”

Then close your eyes and breathe in for four counts.

Imagine a shining ball of white light appearing above your head,
directly above your crown.

Now state your intention. For clarity, it is advised for beginners to call
it out loud verbally.

Allow your breathing to return to its natural state, bringing your
attention back to the ball of light above your head.

13. As you focus on the ball of light above your head, imagine the four
archangels transmitting their powers towards it.

Note: Initially you will have to imagine this, but as you become more
adept at the ritual, you will naturally see this as a vision instead.
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Gradually but surely, the ball of light grows in size as it absorbs the
powers conferred upon it.

Slowly, the ball of light grows bigger and bigger as you mentally recite
your intention while focusing your attention on it.

14. Now recite the following:

“I am now ready to receive the blessings from archangels Raphael,
Gabriel, Michael and Uriel”

And imagine the ball of light descending upon you, entering your body
through the top of your head.

The power to make your intention a reality is now within you.

15. As the ball of light travels downwards in your body towards the
center, feel it continue to grow in size.

Immerse yourself in the feeling of how the light is interacting with the
cells of your body. It is not uncommon to feel tingling sensations either
hot or cold while doing so.

When the ball of white light reaches the center of your body, feel it
gently stop moving, and entrench itself there.

The ball of light will continue to grow in size, spreading its energy and
power throughout your body.

16. When the ball of light grows to a size beyond your body, it will start
to be beamed out through the extremities of your body. There is no
need to feel alarmed about that.
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Instead, I want you to now recite your intention again. This time, do it in
the past tense.

State your intention out loud, as though you have already achieved it.

Then recite:

“I thank the archangels for empowering me and allowing me to
bring my intention to life.”

Take a few moments to bask in the feeling of your entire being
absorbing the white light.

When the light has fully faded, the ritual is now complete and you
have become closer to your intention being manifested.

17. Close this ritual by performing the LBRP again.

It is important that you keep in your mind thoughts of gratitude as you
are doing so.
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BONUS CHAPTER: ENOCHIAN MANIFESTATION MEDITATION

A big part of manifesting what you want involves being ready to receive
whatever you have asked for from the higher powers such as angelic beings.

And that is why I have prepared this bonus chapter here for you - The
Enochian Manifestation Meditation helps you to attune yourself to become
more receptive in receiving the blessings that you have asked for in the
rituals, and strengthens your connection with the Archangels.

Before we begin this meditation, I want you to find a place where you can sit
or lie down and be undisturbed for the next 10 to 15 minutes. It does not
have to be somewhere dark, but make sure that there are no glaring lights
that will cause you to be distracted or unable to focus.

Welcome to the Enochian Manifestation Meditation.

Now, sit or lie down comfortably.

Begin by taking a few deep breaths to clear your mind and become ready for
this meditation.

When you are ready, close your eyes gently and let your breathing return to
its normal rhythm.

Imagine yourself standing in front of a large elevator. Spend a few moments
detailing how the interior of the elevator looks like - this elevator belongs to
you, and you are the only one that can use it.

The interior of the elevator is large and spacious, so feel free to design and
decorate it any way you wish.
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Now step inside the elevator. You look at the panel inside the elevator and
find that there are eleven buttons - Starting from the 1st floor…. All the way
to the 11th floor.

You are currently at the 1st floor, so you press the button for the 11th floor
because that’s where we are going today.

The elevator door closes, and you can hear a light hum of machinery as the
elevator starts moving.

You look up at the display above the door. The elevator is now at level 2, and
your body starts to feel a little more relaxed than before.

The elevator continues moving upwards to the 3rd floor… and then the 4th…

You start to feel settled in, as a wave of gentle relaxation floats over your
entire body…

When you look at the display again, the lift is now on the 7th floor… and you
feel like your arms are so light they could float up any time…

The elevator continues moving up and up… and up…

The steady movement of the elevator puts you at peace… and the feeling of
weightlessness spreads from your arms to the other parts of your body.

Until you feel like your entire being could float up into the air if you wanted
to.

We are now on the top floor, and you feel completely relaxed.

The elevator door opens with a light “ding”, and you are greeted by an empty
space. Imagine that the color of this empty space is your favourite color.
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You now take a few careful steps out of the lift and into the space.

To your surprise, it feels like you are walking on clouds. And you feel so light
that it is almost as though you are floating.

Take a few more steps, and then sit down.

You are now in the deepest part of your inner self. This space belongs to you
and only you.

It is a space where nobody else can enter, so you are perfectly safe and
protected here.

When you have settled down, it is time to call upon the Archangels by gently
reciting their names in your mind…

“I invite the Archangels Raphael, Gabriel, Michael, and Uriel to be present
within my inner sanctum.”

Imagine the Archangels smiling upon you.

Now, for the rest of this session, you are going to just enjoy the peace and
tranquility that this space provides you.

Focus on your breath, and do not allow any thoughts to enter your mind.

Any time you catch a stray thought passing through your mind, bring your
attention back to your breath.

Continue basking in the serenity that you feel right now…. For as long as you
would like.

And when you feel like doing so, you can slowly allow this space to fade
away…. And gradually come back to your surroundings.
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Remember, your inner sanctum is a place where you can always find peace
and calm.

Whenever you feel the need, you can always use this meditation to return to
it.

For now, mentally thank the Archangels for bringing you peace, and you have
successfully completed today’s meditation and can slowly open your eyes
when you are ready.
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CONCLUSION: THIS IS JUST THE START OF YOUR JOURNEY

What you have learned in this book can and will help you to manifest wealth.
Many people have experienced life-changing transformations because of the
manifestations that they have achieved using these rituals.

If you have just started on your Enochian Manifestation journey, it is
important to keep in mind that things take time to happen.

This might differ from a few days for some people, to a few weeks or months
for others. There is no right or wrong “speed” to manifest your desires.

It really depends on your current state, and how sensitive or receptive you are
to the energies involved in the rituals.

But one thing is for sure - as long as you keep up with doing the rituals and
meditation regularly, you will build up the foundations that are required for
you to tap on the power of Enochian Magick.

So my advice to everyone reading this is to be patient, and stay focused.

Don’t ask for one thing or have an intention during one ritual, and change it
again the next time you perform the ritual.

This will make the divine beings feel like you are insincere in your wishes,
and delay or even thwart your results.

That being said, what has been revealed to you in this book is really the tip of
the iceberg.

Sure, it will help you to manifest wealth, and that does truly solve the
problems of 90% of the people who want to use Enochian Manifestation to
change their lives.
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But it is not the end point. Having money “airdrop” into your life from doing
these rituals is great, but the true power of the magic lies in the ability to
communicate with the angelic beings, and to influence other areas of your
life.

When you have mastered the rituals in this book, you definitely should check
out the more advanced levels (one step at a time, jumping ahead does not
work and might end up backfiring).

I am confident that as you progress to more advanced levels, you will start to
feel like you have complete control over various areas of your life.

You would be able to influence your life and the lives of people around you
using the more advanced rituals - in fact, you will even be able to gain
“clairvoyance”, as the angelic beings will reveal knowledge and secrets to
you in these communications.

So if you would like all that to happen for you, then I invite you to check out
the next level of Enochian Manifestation here.

But don’t click the link if you have not already become familiar with the
rituals and meditation in this book yet!
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R Z I L A F A U T L P A B O A Z A R O P H A R A

A R D Z A I D P A L A M U N N A X O P S O N D N

C Z O N S A R O Y A U B A I G R A N O O M A G G

T O I  T T X O P A C O C O R P M N I N G B E A L

S I G A S O M R B Z N H R S O N I Z I R L E M U

F M O N D A T D I A R I I Z I N R C Z I A M H L

O R O I B A H A O Z P I M O R D I A L H C T G A

C N A B R V I X G A Z D R O C A N C H I A S O M

O I I I T T P A L O A I A R B I Z M I I L P I Z

A B A M O O O A C U C A O P A N A B A M S M A L

N A O C O T T N P R A T D O L O P I N I A N B A

O C A N M A G O T R O I R X P A O C S I Z I X P

S H I A L R A P M Z O X A X T I R V A S T R I M

D O N P A T D A N U A A T A O A D U P T D N I M

O L O A G E O O B A U A O A L C O O R O M E B B

O P A M N O O G M F N M T A G C O N X M A L G M

A P L S T E D E C A O P N H O D D I A L E A O C

S C M I O O N A M L O X P A T A X I O V S P S N

U A R S G D L B R I A P S A A I Z A A R V R O I

O I P T E A A P D O C E M P H A R S L G A I O L

P S U A C N R Z I R Z A M A M G L O I N L I R X

S I O D A O I N R Z F M O L A A D A G A T A P A

D A L T T D N A D I R E P A L C O I D X P A C N

D I X O M O N S I O S P N D A Z N Z I V A A S A

O O D P Z I A P A N L I I I D P O N S D A S P I

R G O A N N P A C R A R X R I N H T A R N D I L

AIR EARTH

FIRE WATER


